
An Open Letter to Mayor Bill de Blasio.

You are the mind and your brain is a limb like your
hands.

How do we develop healthy minds and
brains when we do not even know what
the mind is? How do we fix the ills of
society, when we do not know what needs
fixing?

NEW YORK CITY, NY, USA, September
10, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The
new school year has started, but there
will be hardly anything new about the
education system. The mess in
education and in society will continue
just as before. The education system will be based on the same old system of tried, tested and
failed knowledge of the past. 

Emotional-
intelligence/wisdom is the
smoke where emotional
health is the fire. Will you
continue to try to create
smoke without lighting the
fire? Lighting the fire will
generate smoke
effortlessly.”

Sajid Khan

The mind and brain will remain lumped together as just
the mind and as a result mind education and brain
education will amount to just mind education and brain
education will remain not only neglected; the brain will
continue to be miseducated.

Education is like a bicycle which consists of the very visible
mind wheel and the hidden brain wheel. Even though in
the majority of students the brain wheel for no fault of
their own, is punctured instead of trying to fix the puncture
we punish the students by grading them as failures. 

As long as our experts do not take action on the fact that
the brain has to be recognized as a separate entity and

brain education is introduced as a separate subject the mess in education and in society will
continue. 

Wisdom 3.0

A very simple paradigm shift is all that is required to change the current chaotic world mess into
an authentic wisdom powered world of harmonious order. The current world mess clearly stems
from a nonlinear definition of wisdom. All that is required is to change the current fuzzy
definition of wisdom to a predictable phenomenon. Let’s just change the definition of wisdom
from being a philosophy to being a science. Wisdom and emotional intelligence are one and the
same. They both stem from emotional health. The simple trick is to define wisdom as emotional
health. Emotional health is as scientific a phenomena as they come. Focusing on emotional
health will generate wisdom effortlessly.

A plan to create emotional health will replace the ills of society with a massive positive change
that will mean not just successful sustainability but a super#full-means-ability. Combined with
the effects of a wise society the creation of a Wisdom Industry will create massive jobs in all
corners of the world which will result in huge economic gains. Just imagine a free Wisdom Land
franchise with branches all over the world. Just imagine a whole new profession of Brain Healers,
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Brain cleaning should be as common as
brushing teeth.

Healthy brains are the foundation of a wise
society.

WisdomSeminar Leaders, Wise Parenting
Coaches, Jail Instructors, Leadership Coaches,
Happiness Coaches etc.

Every country, region, corner of the world can
all be equal partners in such entities as Wisdom
Day, Wisdom Land, Wisdom Hall of Fame,
Brainpower Club, Shy Power Club, Happiness
Clinics, Divorce Clinics etc. I also have a ‘green
flours’ idea (expired patent). Vacuum Power
Generators. (Vacuum power is the fulcrum of
wind power).

Some of my projects include toys that teach
wisdom, a script for a movie,’The Story of
Wisdom’, a sitcom on wisdom, a talk show on
wisdom, The Wisdom Express, The Star of
Wisdom Award, seminars on wisdom,
happiness, love, deep brain relaxation etc.
Applications in art, music, and sculpture.

Imagine what emotionally healthy brains on a
massive scale will do to the world.

We Must Find the Path to a Wise Society by Any
and Every Means Possible. The world is in chaos
because we continue to produce emotionally
challenged brains in the majority of mankind,
not just at the individual level and even at the
group and country levels.

There are extremely simple, crystal clear and
effective tricks to creating a wise society.

Define wisdom not by its qualities and
attributes but by whatever generates wisdom.
Thus define wisdom as emotional health.

Identify emotional health as humility because it
is humility that transforms every attribute of
wisdom into wisdom!

As wisdom is the smoke where emotional
health is the fire focus on lighting the fire
instead of trying to create smoke on its own. To
create emotional health create emotionally
healthy brains by ensuring emotional baggage
free brains. Thus define wisdom education as
wise-parenting for the young and brain-therapy
for all others.

Please google, ‘sajid wisdom’ to review my work.

Sajid Khan
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